We write for this world.
我们总还在为这个世界挣扎/写诗/歌唱/流泪/为不曾降临的明日/熠熠生辉的今昔
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The Imaginator

Ladies Twirl in Pretty Dresses and I Suck
Dad globs peanut butter. Pancakes
flop out of the pan.
Mom boils
sugar and maple flavors syrup on the stove.
I never ask why
Dad made breakfast. Every Saturday
I creep out of bed
Mom complains
how fast we empty jars of peanut butter.
I sculpt a water well
into dry ingredients and stir. Flour
flies everywhere.
Mom rolls out rounds of dough,
paints on red sauce,
sprinkles mozzarella,
pepperoni disks.
Not as good as bought pizza. I swallow
piece after piece and hope
carbonated soda burps out room in my stomach.
Lawrence Welk at seven
best show on the five
channels our antenna picked up.
Ladies twirl in pretty dresses and I suck
fingers, sticky with kid’s club candy, two
days old, saved to fill the jar.
Milky Way, Twix and Laughy Taffy, squished
body temperature pocket on the ride home
except the piece I savor. Friends
gulp pieces, eyes and mouth squirming, faces
contorted by Warhead sourness.
The car pulls out of the garage. 9:15
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Trains gallop
across the road. Sister searches
words in a green hymnal. We pass
convenience stores and parks
singing about pilgrim pathways and streets of gold.
— Abigail Swanson

Bio：
Abigail Swanson is a master's student in digital marketing at Chadron State College in Chadron, Nebraska.
She is a member of Sigma Tau Delta International English Honors society and is an editor for Tenth Street
Miscellany. Cheesecake is her favorite food.
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Fairyland
I was laying on my back
the yellowing, soft, grass my
bed, my folded hands my pillow
I was five, or six maybe
I still remember that winter
day, somewhat sunny
intoxicated by that gentle
cool breeze, I was
looking at the blue sky, with
fluffy bundles of white
clouds here and there, breaking the
monotony of blue, I saw some dry
leaves, swirling and swirling
swirling in the wind at
unimaginable heights, I knew
where they came from, I
instantly knew
they had fallen from
the giant trees, in
the fairyland, up above, I was
happy so happy to see them
swirling and swirling like
fairies, from the fairyland
up above, swirling and swirling
I still sometimes see the
leaves, swirling and swirling, at
unimaginable heights, but
now I am a grown-up and I
know, they have fallen from the
trees nearby, lifted by the
gusts of cold wind, and now I
know there is no fairyland, now
I am a grown-up, and when
I see the leaves swirling and
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swirling at unimaginable
heights, I am not happy
not happy at all
— Bakhtiar Ahmed

Bio：
Bakhtiar Ahmed lives with his wife and three children in Islamabad, Pakistan. He has been writing poetry
and short stories since an early age. His work in has been published in local Urdu and English language
magazines. He is a passionate reader and likes to read fiction, philosophy, and history. Reading and
wondering about the unknown and unexplained and above all, thinking are his other interests.
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Taboo
Do not say knife at sea, though you
may thrust one into the mast
for good luck. Do not taste drowning
nor the devil nor church nor pig.
Things of heaven, hell, and earth
are not yet ours.
Don’t speak
ill of the dead, or the good
folk, or the czar. Don’t
be too free with your name.
Or mine.
My pastor told me there was life
and death between my teeth, so
I should not say I was “sick.” Spades
are called “gardening tools” to prevent
my lips from digging graves.
I am bad at this brand of magic. I like to know
the secret names. I like to lay out words, precisely,
on the floor—and when the circle blazes, summoning,
squint foolishly through my magnifying lens.
But I will not tell anyone
my age. (I fear the numbers confer
a code
I’ve yet to break.) And I like to batten
down my face during bad news
and betrayal. No one will know
what I feel before I do. No one
is allowed to see me angry (until it is
too late). The waves are choppy
and I feel fine. Sometimes, we all
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understand what we are seeing
on the horizon. Sometimes,
the messenger
deserves what we give him.
— Bethany F. Brengan

Bio：
Bethany F. Brengan is a freelance writer and editor who splits her time between the Olympic Peninsula and
the internet. Her poetry has appeared in Channel, Subnivean, The Gordon Square Review, The 2015 Poet’s
Market, and CV2: The Canadian Journal of Poetry and Critical Writing. She can be found at https://
medium.com/essays-no-one-asked-for.
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House Finches （Fibonacci）
Dawn's
light
has not
yet touched the
sky when morning's first
herald bursts into song, waking
all the others who join the joyful warbling until
a cacophony of chirruping explodes in the trees outside my bedroom window.

Day's End（Shadorma）
As the sun
sets it reaches a
shaded stretch
of the stream.
Light dances on those waters
only at day's end.

Grief （Nonet）
So very many names. I try to
remember, but it's hard not to
miss a few. Cops keep adding
more. Is tonight's vigil
for their new victim
or tribute to
someone's year(s)
ago

— F.I. Goldhaber

death?
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Bio：
F.I. Goldhaber's words capture people, places, and politics with a photographer's eye and a poet's soul. As a
reporter, editor, business writer, and marketing communications consultant, they produced news stories,
feature articles, editorial columns, and reviews for newspapers, corporations, governments, and non-profits
in five states. Now paper, electronic, plastic, and audio magazines, books, newspapers, calendars,
broadsides, and street signs display their poetry, fiction, and essays. More than 170 of their poems appear
in almost 75 publications, including four collections. http://www.goldhaber.net/
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a day out
volume
on
full crank
they exit
the metro
dressed
in discount store
finery
to dance their way
inelegantly
towards
the casino
where
statistically
they will lose their
bankroll
but
for these
kings and queens
whatever
is this day out.
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existential
we plan to own
our memories
to gild them with
metaphor
talk them into years
of togetherness
stalk the indifference
of others
bathe in this story
the poetry of our lives.
— Geoffrey Aitken

Bio：
At his best, Geoffrey Aitken is happy and at his past worst a paranoid schizophrenic. He is published both
locally (AUS) and internationally (the UK, US, CAN & Fr): his minimalist industrial signature often resets
editorial eyes. He shyly advises he is not after dinner congeniality. Older, he still anticipates supervision.
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Silence #1
Hermetically sealed, shielded within.
Life is slowly carrying on without me.
Outside.
Muffled dogs barking.
Children yelling and laughing.
Playing in patchwork gardens.
My windows closed tight.
Double glazed, protecting me from,
Outside.
A siren just about, I can make it out,
In the distance.
The planes don’t fly over anymore.
The sounds of helicopter’s, occasionally.
I wonder, is someone hurt?
Or are they trying to break in?
Or out?
The wildlife is more.
Is that a hoot, here, on the very edge of the city?
My ear is to the glass.
My fingers leaving warm imprints against the cold.
Maybe a wood pigeon?
Outside.
Inside, the creak of a chair as I lean back.
The rub of cotton against lycra as I exercise.
The shush of brushing teeth.
Can I hear my blinks, the creak of bone and muscle?
Inside.
Hermetically sealed, shielded within.
#Silence.
— Jane Langan
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Bio：
Jane Langan writes fiction and poetry and is currently working on her debut novel. Her anthology of
poems – Blood Kisses – is available now. Jane has been shortlisted for a number of writing competitions
and been published in several magazines. Besides writing, she enjoys photography and tap dancing. She
has just completed an MA in Creative Writing. You can see more of her work on her blog: http://
howilikemycoffee.blogspot.com/ Or Google, Muddynosugar, where you will find Jane on social media.
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Incubus
I kept the windows open
So the curtains billowed slightly
And the nightly zephyrs circled through the room.
I slept. And in my dreams
I felt a fundamental longing
That God's immortal presence
Would come gently to the company
Of my own mortal form
And give his kiss all physical to me.
I yearned for this occurrence
And I left the windows open
And I kept myself uncovered while I slept.
— Joseph Hart

Bio：
Joseph Hart has a BA. He has had poems published in small magazines, and was twice nominated for a
Pushcart. He recently had a chapbook entitled "Poems Published in India" accepted by Kelsay Books.
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DOCTOR’S VISIT
Tiny cold apartment,
crap job,
no wonder my head pounds,
my heart pants like a dog.
The doctor
keys my history
into his laptop.
My life story,
when expressed
as a series of
accidents and illnesses,
exhausts in the telling.
The wedding band on his finger
dazzles my eyes.
His life, so it tells me,
is contented and assured.
I doubt if he ever gets sick.
Then he says I need to take
better care of myself.
But since when was I
two people?
— Juanita Rey

Bio：
Juanita Rey is a Dominican poet who has been in this country five years. Her work has been published in
Pennsylvania English, Opiate Journal, Petrichor Machine and Porter Gulch Review.
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Horribly Limited
My mother-in-law used to say she never expected to get older than the age her mother was when she died.
And then she did.
And she was surprised.
I didn’t understand it. Until I lost my mother.
Now I feel like there’s a timer on my life. Like I need to hurry up. Like the finish line is visible. Like Plath,
I feel horribly limited.
My aunt said my great-grandmother felt the same. Kept a suitcase with her funeral dress and shoes and hair
instructions ready. Her mother died young.
But then she lived to be 93. Her daughter was 96. My aunt is now 95 and healthy.
My mother’s mother was 87. Her mother was 83. My mother was 74.
And I hear the ticking. And it catches my breath. And I need to get moving…I need to get moving. I need
to get moving.

— KD Smith

Bio：
KD Smith is a Berry College alumna, poet, and short story writer who grew up in the foothills of the
Appalachians. Her work has been published or is forthcoming in The Dead Mule School of Southern
Literature, The Literary Yard, Calhoun Magazine, The Old Red Kimono, and others. You can find KD on
Twitter @KDSmith_Writer, on Instagram kd_smith_the_writer, on Facebook KD Smith the Writer, and her
website kdsmiththewriter.com.
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Hide and Seek
She changes, blends into the mottled bark.
Obscured behind the willow’s canopy becomes
invisible, camouflaged in dark.
Stumbling, smiling, seeking her, he comes.
Toddling through sodden mulch, he squeals.
Delighted by this sudden sense of power –
independence. Still the foliage conceals
his mother stooped to stroke a faded flower.
A moment’s peace – a pause to disappear.
But she hides too well, seems to alter hue.
The child’s wonder falters, dims to fear;
Chameleon-like, she emerges into view.
The game has ended. Increasingly she’s sure
She’s lost; Waiting to be found once more.

“ I write this poem about an experience of playing Hide and Seek with my 3 year old son. It explores the
theme of identity and loss of identity as a mother”
— Lisa Brine
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ANNUAL
Spinning into spring
the wheel of the year,
slows axle deep in
wattle and song.
Impaling the path
of migratory birds
on expanding rays
of golden sun.
Grinding deep laden
into high summer.
Swamped by the waste
of spendthrift wealth.
Scattering the gold
with gathering speed.
Autumn abandoned
in rainbow hues.
Losing impetus
in the depths of winter,
Thickets of time
shrouded in grey.
Until turned full circle
with frightening pace,
The year hurls across
The lonely sky.
— Margaret Pearce
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A version of this poem read A.B.C. Radio 2 23.12.73 one use only
A version of this poem published Possum Paw Press October, 1987 one use only
A version of this poem published Positive Words January 2003 one use only
A version of this poem published Waterline News February 2017 one use only
A version of this published Poetry for Public Transport January 2019 one use only
A version of this published in chapter book VICTORIAN WEATHER Ginninderra Press 2021
pp

Bio：
Launched on an unsuspecting commercial world Margaret Pearce ended up copywriting in an advertising
department and took to writing instead of drink when raising children. Completed an Arts Degree at
Monash University as a mature age student, and has primary and teenage novels published as listed on
Amazon, Book Depository, Kindle and writers-exchange.com website kdsmiththewriter.com.
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Tiny Dancer.
I saw this little girl dancing in the street. Her movements were so fluid it seemed the wind had possessed
her. Her little feet painted patterns so precise between the white stripes on the tar that I wished I had a
bucket of pure liquid gold to etch their beauty and form into the cement and stone forever, a work of art to
rival any walk of fame.
Her dance was interrupted by a candy floss cart that seemed to me like Pluto stealing Persephone because
the scent of the sugar made her feet become like stone, firmly positioned so that she might get her candy, I
thought if she moved again, flowers would surely grow at her feet but as the child took her candy and
walked home just like the other kids, the sky darkened, people walked over the ground where she had
danced, muddying the traces true beauty had left behind, what would my bucket of gold be worth now but
an empty can at the end of a rainbow.

— Nick Karvo

Bio：
Nick Karvo is a Writer and Artist. Born on 28 April 1977. He lives in the Cape Winelands with his wife
And three children.
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Blessed
Blessed are those who are silent
For their voice is kept a secret
Blessed are those who listen
For their murmurs are muted
Blessed are those in the sea
For the water in their eyes may never dry
Blessed are those underground
For they awaken us even in July
Blessed are those who carry
For the load is sometimes high
Blessed are those who imagine
For, without them, we cannot fly
Blessed are those with white veils
For they see light in the dark
Blessed are those over the edge
For they give us glances and chances for another pledge
Blessed are the clowns in the back alleys
For they bring a wise breeze into the valleys
Blessed are the weak in the jungle
For they leave the lions to cast their own shadows
Blessed are the shooting stars
For they cover the sky with make-believe arrows
— Ramzi Albert Rihani

Blessed are those who are nineteen and a half
For they’ll wake up one day and make us laugh
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Bio：
Born to a literary family among poets, writers, novelists and critics, Ramzi Albert Rihani has been living in
the Washington, DC area most of his life. He was a music critic from 1979 to 1990. Wrote a travel book
"The Other Color - a trip around the world in 6 months". Has been writing and publishing poetry since
1995.
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“No-Where”
Ever sense you’re going no-where? getting no-where?
Transcendence vis-à-vis holy spirit, well could it be you were not meant to be of
this world, only in it?
Do you shy away from the reality of today, consequences of tomorrow?
Come to bow at the filthy altar of consumerism, ubiquitous, and then wallow in the fields
of emptiness, you—we—know not of?
Makes no sense, as in nonsense, you say.
But, ahh, think twice reader, for in this world of fleeting shadows we remain but dust
and ashes.
Dust silently blows away; ashes remain on the fingertips and then vanish as well.
What is the nature of your nature? Can you grasp the essence of your calling, turn it
around, blow it out through clean nostrils, then, phoenix-like, start over from
your mother’s belly? Or would she laugh at the thought, curse your hated
burden to her a thousand times, wishing you were never gestating inside her
chamber of life?
What becomes now of you, delicately stretching your fingers, reaching out to touch that
phantasm that eludes you so?
Go, go, go, clasp that limb of life that is in your hand, before that hand is too shriveled, for the Limb of
Life never dies.
Only our spirit….
— Ron Roman

Bio：
Ron Roman has taught English and the humanities for the University of Maryland Global Campus (UMGC
- Asia) all over the Pacific originally from 1996 until the COVID-19 crisis earlier last year. His academic,
travel, and personal op-ed essays have appeared in numerous regional and national publications. His
thriller novel "Of Ashes and Dust" is scheduled for release in the fall of 2022 by Addison & Highsmith
(imprint).
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A Feeling Echoing
“Don’t forget about me.” Said my dear old friend
When we were still young and boisterous.
While the only things that mattered were ourselves.
I promised him.
I told him forgetting would be a sin.
He had been with me since forever,
But the tide of the world rose and took him in.
Now I confess,
I do not remember
The colour of his clothes that day.
There must have been the scent of salt in the air,
Because we were at the beach.
I can’t recall the placement of features on his face,
nor can I recall the before or after his words.
I remember the words because they seemed so awkward.
We had never gone too close to feelings,
We only lived recklessly as if time would never end.
As if we'd be there forever,
Our proud minds too short-sighted to see what Ahead might look like.
How funny and bitter it all seems now
To have believed we were more than men
And this feeling only grows bitterer
As I rely on the creaking rocking chair
To support my bones, tired and bent.
I should have known at the time
That keeping you locked up in my mind
would be as effective as keeping water from flowing out with a door.
It has slipped from under and through the cracks of time.
The memory of that day
Has faded and left behind
A deep aching feeling of Nostalgia–the smooth-talking liar.
I should have known
That the smell of the sea,
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The feel of the sand,
The sound of your voice,
The colour of the sky,
The taste of the glistening golden corn we ate–
Would all be so grievously forgotten.
And I would be left alone with this feeling echoing forever.

— Safiyyah Althaff

Bio：
Safiyyah Althaff is a poetry enthusiast and aspiring author hailing from Sri Lanka. She writes infinitely in
hopes of her words reaching the hands of those who share and don’t share her passion. When she is not
writing or reading, she can be found studying the Arabic Language and learning programming.
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爱
你只是觉得
像漂浮在⼀⽚
薰⾐草的药丸上。
你可以闻到你最喜欢的
⾹⽔。你认为你在云上徘徊，
但事实上你正在潜⼊⽔中。你感受
盐在你的⾆头上融化。你吮吸爱⼈的⽪肤。
你摔倒在床单上，试着尖叫；被抱着；被紧紧
的抱着。你如同归家，在你和他的臂弯⾥，在你和他的
呼吸⾥安宁如港⼜。但你会在第⼆天早上醒来，像破碎的伤⼜
⼀样哭泣。你会感觉疲惫，内疚，空虚，不堪重负，你会想马上
离开，逃到现实中去尽管我们都知道你讨厌它。你会不由地想念城市
⾥灰⾊的天空，想念你的台阶上渗出的⽔泥，包裹你⾝体的⼩公寓，和
渴望着另⼀个夜晚的喉咙。
我们都知道下⼀个⾼潮最终会到来。
在此之前，我们抛弃了⾃⼰的灵魂。
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Dream Together Sequence
If our pillow dreaming could talk, whispers inlaid like gemstones affixed to the softened ears, we would
have heard there the final dreaming - the knotted clouds that grant us slumber. If this were so, then I
suppose we could have been the poetic image of deep sleep, where our bodies meld into the hypnos kissing
threshold of night sky and divine.

(Huuu…)

Sometimes, the soul leaves the body in dreams. Our souls. If this miracle is something impossible that the
pillows cannot believe, lay so gently on their surface, a single palm. There, mine will meet yours, and our
shadows that perceive the night will fall interlaced, ghostly holding one by one the softly fingers.

— The Imaginator

Bio：
The Imaginator works to change the consensus reality by using the nature of words to carefully manipulate
the ontology of what he views as “The Waking World”. Hopefully, he will succeed one day, or perhaps
through a different iteration of himself. Hailing from Olongapo, Philippines, this writer’s sense of aesthetic
includes the slow turn of human gazes at a nightclub, falling in slow motion toward the atmosphere, and
dream sequences that devour the lucidity of everyday life. Currently, he resides in Reno, NV, writing
experimental works that may just blur the line between our perceptions and unreality.
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The End.

